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Seek Second Victory

Women Golfers Travel to Tucson;
frosh Give Varsity Rough Time
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
With the UNl\1 freshman golf
team l'ated as. the best in the nation by most observers and the
varsity at least co-favorites to
win the Western Athletic Conference title the Women's Golf
team is also getting into the act.
The women seek their secono
victory of the -season at the University of .Arizona's Invitational
Tou:m.ament Friday and Saturday
at Tucson.
Eru:lier this season they won the

Duke City Ensemble
Holds last Concert
The :final program of the 196566 season of the Albuquerque
Wind Ensemble will be presented
Wednesday, Feb. 23 at 8:15 p.m.
in the Recital Hall of UNM Fine
Arts Center.
The group, conducted by William E. Rhoads, is composed of
39 professional musicians who
are teachers in the Albuquerque
Public Schools, students at UNM,
and professors at UNM and the
University of Albuquerque. The
group has been in e.'listence four
years.
Included on the program will
be Aaron Copeland's ''Variations
on a Shaker Melody; "From Every Horizon" by Dello Joio; the
..Petite Suite" of Debussy; Turina's "La Procession du Rocio;"
and ..La Bombo de Veracruz" by
Tucci.
There is no charge for the program, although seating is limited.

Colorado State University Women's Invitational.
The golfers going to the tourney are Shirley Nowacki, Stephanie Eger, Mary Ann Cavanaugh
and Lynette Martfu.
' The super frosh are giving the
varsity some rough competition
as they defeated the regulars in
a triangular meet with the alumni
squad. In a return match the varsity fought their way to a close
three point win and then the
frosh got back into the win column defeating the varsity by
eight shots in their latest encounter.
The freshmen downed the University of. Houston frosh in the
Tucker, the first time that the
Houston freshmen had ever been
beaten in Tucker competition.
Actually the varsity five is
generally rated as co-favorites
with Brigham Young only because the championship will be
played at the Cougars' home
course in Provo.
The Lobos last . three tough
competitors from last year's
WAC championship squad but
have another strong team this
year to battle for the conference
title.

Third Ranked TW
Seeks 20th Win

EL PASO - Texas Western,
the hottest brand going, has
found a new way to write cliffhangers for the past four games
and the one coming up Saturday
night could be wilder than termites in a log pile. .
At home and away the Miners
have played four games closer
tllan a sweetheart's whisper and
the setto Saturday night at Edinburg, Tex., against Pan American
'l'here is no season such delight eould be a cbaptet: out of a
can bring, :m summer, autumn, ~ar.kcnstein movie..
winter and the spring.-William
Pan American has more height
Browne.
than Georgia pines and despite its
so-so record, the Broncos were
tougher than a spike walker's
feet when the ·Miners captured
the first meeting, 67-47, in the
third game of the season.
The Miners' 19-0 record hasn't
scared anyone lately. In fact,
Colorado State, Arizona, ~"New
Mexic(} and Arizona State chased
the }'liners so hard there is a need
for new .. fingernails and nerve
pills for·Texas Wilstern fans.
"Pan Americarr won't be scared
either," head coach Don Haskins
GLA.SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
reports. ''The way we nave been
• JiDe ad.. 6iic-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
plaYing lately, it is about time
:must be submitted by noon on day before
publieation to Room 159, Student Pnblica·
fo
our string to run out.. And
tions Bailding. Phone 217-4002 or 277-4102.
Pan American is just the team to
FOR SALE
do it too, if we don't bend our
DIAJIOND ring. Appraised at $200, will
backs and get together!'
sell f'or $150 cash. CaD 265-0980. 2/16,
17, lB.
In the first game played ·at El
HOUSE at 3501 Valencia NE. 3
Paso,
December 11, the Miners
1"% baths, pnge, new carpet and dr.opes,
bad more prolilems than the
..,;ereo~ patio, laDilscaped. Equity of $750
f'or $3011, take over $92 monthlY. CaD
United Nations with Pan Ameri255-S313. 2/16, 17, 18, 21.
can and enjoyed a shaky 33-25 ad'54 HARLEY-DAVlDSON motoreyele,
vantage
at the half. It wasn1t
$200. 'S8 Boidt hardtop, best oiJer. CaD
268-6!13L 2/17, 18.
until midway of the final 20 minFOR RENT
utes that the Miners finally
. ADOBE boose. 1621 Barita Lane NW. 1
opened up some breathing room.
Bedroom~ fireplaee, .,.,..,plelely fomisbed,
beauli!OJ IDeation, pri....te road. Aaviblble
Overall,· the Broncos will have
lbftb L $85. lnquim 3«-1266, llr.!.
as
much height as any team the
Spmmeo.
Miners
have or will face this -seaSERVICES
son.
Otto
Moore, a Miami, Fla.,
TYPEWRL1ER sales .r. repair. Special
sophomore, Is the skyscraper of
rates to UNH students on all machines.
Free piekup I< delivery. E I< E 'l'ypethe group at 6-11, while Jim
writer Service. 2217 Coal SE, pbonc 243Harter is 6-9, Anthony Eatmon,
0588.
617, and Alex Gillum, 6-5.
I'ERSONALIZED and C'tcative ~~iterations

Listen

to KNMD

Nemelko leods
WAC in Scoring
Dick Nemelka of BYU still
leads the :Western Athletic Conference in scoring after 10 weeks
of play with a 25.6 average. He
has scored 436 points.
Close on his heels is talented
Jeny Chambers of Utah with a
24.7 average. Chambers has
scored 520 points, more than any
other WAC player.
· Although New Mexico's Mel
Daniels is in sixth position he
has regained some of his scoring
status by bringing his average
up to 20.6. Daniels had been out
for a couple of weeks with a
shoulder injury caused by pushing
his arm through a glass door accidentally.
Chambers also leads WAC
players in field goal percentage
with a .579 mark. He is followed
by Dick Nemelka and Craig Raymond of Brigham Young and
John Meyers of ASU. The highscoring Cougars have three of the
top five percentage leaders in the
Conference. Neil Roberts is in
fifth position with a .529. Mel
Daniels is in 7th place with a
.509 mark.
Bob Spahn of Arizona leads the
free throw leaders with a .891
percentage. Jimmy Howard of
UNM is fourth with a .812 mark.
Craig Raymond of BYU leads
the Cougars and the Western Athletic Conference in rebounds with
an 11.4 mark over a 17 game
period. He is followed by Leon
Clark of Wyoming with an 11.0
mark, Dick Sherman of Wyoming
with 10.8, Jerry Chambers of
Utah with 10.2 and Mel Daniels
with 9.8.
BYU has the best scorer in the
WAC and they are the best offensive team, too. New Mexico also
holds down their familiar role as
the best defensive team in the
Conference.
The Cougars are averaging just
a shaae under 100 points a game
at 98.6. Utah is a close second
with a 98.4 mark.
While New Mexico is holding
opponents to 63.6 points a game
they are in next to last place of-

Engineering Schools
Hold National Week

The engineer's role in today's
society will be emphasized at the
annual observance -of National
Engineer's Week at UNM.
This year the traditional open
house will be held Feb. 26-27. Special displays and guided tours are
planned for the four engineering
departments chemical, civil,
electrical and mechanical.
Visiting hours are from 9 a.m.
until 8 p.m., Feb. 26 and from 9
a.m. until 3 p.m., Feb. 27.

EW

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Unusual Things From

fensively with a 76.3 average.
Arizona is in second place dt}fensively with a 70.0 mark. BYU
is in last place with an 83.8
yield per game.
The Utah Red&kin:;;, )eading the
Conference with a 4-'1,' mark, lead
the Conference also in rebounding and free throw percentages.
The Utes are bringing down 55.2
rebounds per game. This mark
includes individual an~ ·~am rebound$. New Mexico is fifth with
a 47.1 mark.
·

MEXICO
3009 Central ·NE

HELP WANTED

,

CIRCULATION manager for New :Mexu:o
LOBO. Must have noon to a2 :30 lree
lion., Wed.. Thurs., Fri. Experienced
omoter driver or can use own ear. App)y
Room 159, Student Publi<ations Bldg.

*

*

PHONE 242-5124

111 HARVARD SE

If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

, ................................

By BARBARA E. WARNE
The civil rights movement was
referred to as a war more than
once last night by John Lewis,
national chairman of the Student
Non-violent Coordinating Committee.
In a speech sponsored by the
Action Committee on Human
Rights, Lewis said that the goal
of this war was not to make the
world safe for democracy but to
make democracy safe for the
world.
"This war we are involved in
on the home front is not a war
between black and white but between justice and injustice,"
Lewis said.
·
He said that the people in the
South are tired of being voiceless and invisible in American
politics.
"The Negro people in this
country are pressing for adequate
· income and housir.g and adequate
and integrated edul!ation,••
"T~ey wa~~- ~o p~rtl_c!pa~e il!
slutpmg Ut~Hr,··I'!Wn l'p,oltttcat ana
economic future," sai8 Lewis.
People in the South, he said,
are saying that they have had
enough, they will not take anymore.
"The so-called civil rights .
movement · is not just a civil
rights movement but a human
rights movement.
"It is a movement to create an
inter-racial democracy."
·
"All is not well in our country,
all is not well in this state, all is
not well in New York or California or Mississippi or Alabama," Lewis said.
The SNCC chairman also talked
of the Viet Nam war.
"Some .of us must have the
courage and the will to say there
must be an alternative to violence and war. War is obsolete."
''Students around the country
seem to have the feeling that this
generation might be the last generation."
"How can we say," Lewis
asked," that we are for brotherhood in the United States of
America and not for br11therhood
in the rest of the world?"
"We in SNCC feel that the decisions about Viet Nam should
not be made in Peking or Washington. Let the people of Viet
Nam decide their own destiny."

~

T G I F Time Every Friday
means PITCHERS of BEER
with pretzels . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 55c
a:a(ff,.m. 'til s,oo p.m •.

·1

JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB
'

"

QKIE JOE'S

1720 CENTRAL SE

BUTTERFIELD • • • YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER .

DIAMOND
R 111'<1 G S
CONTESSA
FROM $'150~

wonderful seledion
of America's. mo~t
wanted rings!

.ACROS$ FROM UNM CAMPUS

.

MEMBER AMERICAN
GEM SOCIEIY

TEIIMS ARRANGED

Pizza. Contest

YOU MEAN YOU REFUSE TO SELL
USh.i.Se8£AZ£R SPORT CoATS
Jl/ST BECAUSE WERE SQl/ARE?

of

FRI. -SAT.- SUN.
and you will receive a

FREE IOc DRINK
1916 CENTRAL SE

...
~

~

ostpone

.

)

I

I
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Referendum Pet1t1on

. Student Senate adjourned yester(lay without taking any
act10n on the new constitution, but at the same time proponents of the bill wer~ circulating a petition calling for student court to place a referendum before the Associated Students for a vote on the constitution.
At th~ end of ~hree hours of debate and parliamentary
meneuvermg a motion to call for "the question" (to vote on
the constitution) was killed on the floor.
·
Then action to table the
bill was introduced and failed
in another floor vote. With no
further action a motion to

Norcot.ICS Ro.ld
K.llls Reodm.ISS.IOO

JOHN LEWIS is shoWII as he addressed last night's audience in the
Union Ballroom. Lewis sponsored by UNM's Action Committee on
Human Rights is ~hairman of the Student Non Violent Coordinating Committee. (LOBO phbto by KeadsU.)

St.~)ohn's Strike

At St. Johnrs Strike

Reduces Classes

For Top Dressed

NEW YORK (CPS) - Striking faculty members at St. John's
University have charged that the
institution has eliminated classes
or reduced enrollment in 60 per
cent of the courses they had
taught.
"The :figures indicate that the
university has suffered a massive
shock and is falling back on des'perate expedients to cope with the
situation," Dr. Israel Kugler,
president of the United Federation of College Teachers said.
The union has been in strike at
St. John's since Jan. 4 as a result
of the dismissal of 31 teachers
without a hearing in mid-December. The dismissals were attributed in some cases to "unprpfessional conduct" on the part of
those who had joined in denronstrations demanding a greater
voice in the university.
Dr. Kugler said that the union
was going to challenge the
school's accreditation with the
Middle State Association of Col~
leges and Secondary Schools. A
meeting with representatives of
·the association will be held this
week, he :said.
Kugler said that tile dee.iaion
was based on information ••ich
All students-who are entering · indicated that the I!Chool has
closed out 225 sections of a northe LOBO Mistakes Pizza Conmal 319 otfered in six lluic 11llb·
test must submitt their entries
jeets in the College of Liberal
at either Student Publications
Arts. Most of the striking teachBusiness Office in the Journalers are on the liberal arts fae·
ism Building or the at the Ac·
ulty and taught these subjects.
tivities Center of the Union by
A spokesman for the university
.f :30 p.m. today.
disputed
these figures. He said
KOB-TV has announced its
that
"not
one section had to be
intentions of covering the C!ln·
cancelled
because
it couldn't be
test and the pizza will be dostaffed
by
a
faculty
member.''
nated by Italian Villa.
In another development, the
EntrJes should list the num•
United States National Student
ber
mistakes clearly, name,
Association has announced that
address and phone number of
it is establishing a speakers buentrant. Only editorial mistakes
reau to provide speakers for ralwill be counted such as mislies in support of the '!!triking.
spellings, mis-information on
..
meeting dates1 and typograph·- · professors. The speakets bureau.
will be coordinated by a "Justice
ical mistakes. In case of ties
at
St. John's Task Force" the asthe first entry received is the
sociation
has sent to New York.
winner.

See our

6atterlieltl
jewelers
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lewis Mointoins
Neg.roes of South
Tired of lniustice

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE

-

''

No. 65

s

OLD TOWN

One-Day Service on Shirts
e Quality Dry Cleaning
e Alterations

2312 CENTRAL SE

Friday, February 18, 1966

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

Rights

Ron&Roy's

This is an ear, as in "Hang it
in your.".
.

\

The ability to make ·love frivolously is the chief characteristic which distinguishes human
beings from the beasts.-Heywood
Campbell Broun.

SHRIMPBOAT- 72c

3e''f, '1?7

Vol. 69

NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

*

•

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENm YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDoM

bed-...,

and ri!SI;yling. Sewinc and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to Universit;J>'}, pbone 242-7533.

--

Thul'l!day, February 17,1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Notables Strive
NEW YORK ·(CPS)-Striking
professor sat St. John's University are making a bid for the
best-dressed pickets award.
Approximately 75 pickets men in tuxe~os and women in evening gowns_:_turned out to march
in front of the New York Hilton
during the $50-a-couple St. John's
University Ball.
Comedian Peter Lynd Hayes
was scheduled to MC the ball but
he eancelled his appearance because of the continuing strike at
St. John's.

-

NORMAN, Okla. (CPS) -· A
University of Oklahoma student
who was arrested in a Jan. 8 narcotics raid off-campus has been.
denied readmission to the university for the spring semester.
The male student was advised
by Dean of Men William R.
Brown that he should confer with
his lawyers bef(}re making any
further attempt to register for
the spring term. The student saw
the dean after a "stop" card had
been put on his enrollment packet
and he was unable to register.
The Office of Student Affairs initiated the stop procedure.
Officials said that "stop" cards
were als-o pdt orl the packets of
the other nine students who were
involved in the :rllioi lmt that none
of them showed up for registJ'ation.
The decision not to allow any
of the ten to return t(} school was
made by the OU regents during
their January meeting. The. regents made the ruling ' even
though the university usually
permits students facing criminal
charges to remain in school pending a court decision.
Seven of those arrested face
criminal charges and three will
be tried on misdemeanor charges.
A preliminary hearing for the
seven has been postponed pending
the ruling of the judge on a mo•
tion that the case be thrown out
of court on the grounds that a
search warrant was improperly
issued.

Appears at Hearing

Taylor Backs LBJ Pc;>licy,
Increasing of Air Attacks
By United Press International
WASHINGTON-General Maxwell Taylor held the spotlight yesterday on Capitol Hill, with a six
and a half hour appearance before
•
the Senate F oreign Rei atiOns

Nam.
The sharpest exchange of the
.d!lY was between Taylor and
senator Wayne Morse. The Oreit(ln Democrat predicted that the
American people would reject
President Johnson's Viet Nam
Commitee.
policy. Taylor said that this would
The former ambasador to Sai- be "good news to Hanoi.'' Morse
· gon, urbane and articulate, told accused Taylor of using a smear
the senators th!lt . the ,Un~ted ,argument.
States could attam 1ts <lbJectJves ;,., Committee chairman William
in Viet Nam· ~ith .its . present ·"Fulbright says the current phase
strate~. He sa1d . th1s cou!d be. ..of the open and nationally broaddone w~tho~t forcmg Russ1a or cast hearings may end af'ter a seaRed Chma mto the battle.
sion with Secretary of State Dean
Taylor said that he spoke as a Rusk today and a hoped-for seaprivate citizen, but he emphasized sion with Vice President Humphthat he believed President John- rey. Fulbright did not rule out the
son's policies were correct. He is possibility that his committee may
a part-time consultant to the vote to hear Defense Secretary
President.
McNamara, probably in closed
Taylor made these assessments session.
i
of the war: He said that CommuIn the House of RE!presenta~
nist losses are heavy enough so tives, the Armed Services Comthat the Viet Cong could be in mittee yesterday gave: liftanimous
serious diffieulty within a year. approval to part of 1 President
Taylor said that;more U.S. troops Johnson's special defense rl!quest
would be needed, and he would to finance the fighting in Viet
:f:avor a gradually increasing N!!om.
.,
scale of air attacks on North Viet
·'" '· (Contii\ul!d on•pagEi' 3} ~ l • '~'
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adjourn
until
nextdebate
Thursday
was
passed
with
presumably to resume at thOO.time.
Heated opposition to the bill
came from the Student Education
Association senator and the Voice
of Students Party senator. Both
a:rgued for the status quo.
They objected that there was
no reason for the new form of
government to be accepted because the present form was functioning effectively and that many
students would be deprived of an
opportunity to serve in student
government.
Penny Adrian of tile SEA pre,
sented three general areas of objeetion to the bill. They ine\uded
the propoaed -replt-nt.aUve

S'J'II-

tem, beeause' it was "too small;
professionalism of the senatOI'S.t
and the budget.
· --"
Tom Isgar Jed the supporters of
the bill with support from student
body President Jim Branch and
John Thorson of Wesley Foundation.
Isgar said, "Let us be honest
with ourselves and face the situation we are in now. I'm not
proud of what we have done, but
if we are ever to take a step forward the time is right now.''
In the opening of tht session
the Evaluation Committee gave
the bill a "do not pass" recommendation and listed the reas11ns.
The judicial system proposed is
"identical" to the setup in the
present constitution; it would
abolish the senate; and that the
executive branch "would not be
freed but rather hampered IJe·.•
cause it would limit the power of
the executive.''
The committee report also
charged that the ..executive power
had been "misused.'' And that by
proper procedure and work by
using the present constitution the
problems could be ended."
The "do not pass" recommendation came out of committee with a 6-3 margin. The minority portion of the committee also
presented their 11ide of the committee hearing · and urged the
adoption of the amendments that
-they (the minority) had suggested.
.
The amendments did paas the
assembly with little or •• OPPosition.
In other debate, proponents ~~
the new constitution said that the
senate had really been ineffective
and had turned out no more than
high school level legislation.
They also said that the smaller
18-man body would have better
representatives, all of v;hom
would be qualified.

Irion Honored
The New Mexico State Legislature yesterday passed a memorial
honoring the late Frederick C.
Irion, formet professor of government at UNM. Irion often acted
as an unofficial advisor to the
Legislature. He was acknowledged expert in New Mexico
'Jiolitics1" · ~ · ~
· '· ·
J
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Morylond Council
Aids Ale Drinker

BOBBY UNSER, INTERNATIONALLY known race driver and
veteran of tlie famous IndiannapoUs 500, is introduced before his
films and lecture by Mesa Vista Residence Hall advisor Bill Pringle at left. (LOBO photo by Pete Kendall.)

'Pet Project' Funds Students Misled,
Available at Texas U H
O

oover edores .

AUSTIN, Tex. (CPS)-Understudents in four areaWASHINGTON (CPS)- The
stuil'tes, program:~ at the University of 1.'exas now have a chance latest group of demonstrators
to finance a "pet project"-if against the war in Viet Nam has
they can sell a professor on the
prompted J. Edgar Hoover, diidea.
For the first time this year rector of the FBI, to issue one
money is available to undergrad- of his occasional reports, charguates in the four special programs ing that the current "insurrec-International Studies, Eastern tionary climate" on American
Europe Studies, Middle Eastern
Studies and Asian Studies - to campuses is serving the Moscow
support special projects that will cause.
contribute "to their educational
Writing in his monthly letter
development or career objectives." to U.S. law enforcement officers,
Eight to 10 awards of up to the FBI director said that the col$300 each are available to stu- lege student today ..is being subdents of mid-junior standing and jected to a bewildering and danabove (70 semester hours' credit) gerous comspirac:v" through "a
who need the money for "some feigned concern :lor the vital
special and heretofore unplanned
activity," but not simply as "n rights of free speech, dissent, and
codttibution to current expenses." petition."
Hoover said the Communist
If there were dreams to sell, Party is "jubilant" over the dewhat would you buy? Some cost velopments on the American
a passing-bell; 'Some a light sigh, campus and is exploiting them
-Thomas LovPll Beddoes.
with a two-part movement: "a
;=======:::==:===:==:===,·· much-publicized college. speaking
program and the campus-oriented
Communist W. E. B. DuBois
Clubs."
He said on many campuses the
Communists are helping c~eate a
"turbulence built on unrestrained
•
individualism, repulsive dress
and speech, outright obscenity,
disdain for moral and spiritual
formerly $89.95
values, and disrespeet for law and
Record & Play Lectures
order.
gra!l~ate

.
ONLY
Now

$5q q5
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COLLEGE PARK, Md. (CPS)
-The University of Maryland's
Student Government Association
turned its back on the. school administration last week when it
rejected the resignation of a student leader who was punished
recently for a dormitory beerdrinking incident.
The student, 20-year-old Robert
Martz, had been required to resign his student government post
because of a regulation •which
does not allow students on disciplinary probation to hold office,
Marz is president of the Men's
League.
In refusing to accept his resignation, the student government
probably will force the controversial matter to be settled by the
school's president, Dr. Wilson H.
Elkins.
The student governing body
turned down the resignation with
a motion that said Martz "received a .stricter sentence than
would seem justifiable" and that
he "was denied due process of
law'' in several instances.
Martz and another student
leader, Michael Pearman, also
20, originally were reprimanded
last December after they saw two
students carrying beer into their
dormitory, a violation of university rules. Pearman was president
of the dormitory.
Martz and Pearman reportedly
f)rdered the violators to . their
rooms and finally out of the
dormitory before they reported
the matter to university officials.
Robert Beach, the university's
director of public relations, said
that it was not the students' delay in reporting the incident that
resulted in their being put on probation. He said the two were "irresponsible" in that they reported
the case only after making another decision first-that of letting the violators leave the dormitory.

Chaparones Needed
For 4-Week Tour·
Are you interested. in being a
chaparone on an American Field
Service bus trip across the U.S. 1
·The American Field Service is
seeking interested "Student:~ who
will act as chaparones for 17 to
19-year-old students on their
three to four week tour of the
U.S. during June and July. The
tour will end in Washington,
D. C.
Chaparones must be 21 years
old or older, in good health, a

U. S. citizen, mature, flexible,
have a sense of humor and have
an abiiity to work with details.
All expenses will be paid by the
AFS.
Application
deadline
is March 1.
~·
'
.. ' . i ,,
For further infornint:ion contact:
the College Placement Offic.e, or
V11.I~~ill Hart, 116 Zia, 277-2865.

(Contintik:rtlim p~ge'l)
C;tptured v.c; Guide u.s. Attack
SAIGON- A heavily defended
Communist task 'foz:ce headquarters, tucked away in a valley 300
miles northeast of Saigon, was
the scene of a furious battle yesterday between U.S. and North
Vietnamese h-oops.
Major plans for the campaign
began three days ago when U.S.
Ah• Cavalrymen captured Colonel
Don Doan, a 36 year old Communist battalion leader, Doan
agreed to lead the Americans to
his headquarters, which contained
a valuable cache of documents
and maps.
Helicopters moved ahead dropping 70,000 leaflets bearing
Doan's picture and a plea to surrender. The Communists ignored
the plea. They buttoned up their
thick defenses and sprang to
meet the attackers.
U.S. troops rained down more
than 2,000 rounds of artillery,
and by nightfall, the Communist
dead numbered 126. U.S. casualties were described as light.
-oDate Set For Orbital Link-up
HOUSTON SPACE CENTER
-The Federal Space Agency has
set March 15 as the date for
Gemini-S astronauts Neil Armstrong and David Scott to attempt an historic link-up with an
Agena satellite. Scott· will attempt a record-setting "spacewalk" halfway through the three
day mission.
, The Agena satellite failed when
was launched last October for
~he Gemini-6 mission. The Agena
J?lew up on the fringes of space.
The rocket has since been tested
six times. The most recent test,
on Saturday, was a failure. Ear·.
lier tests were successful.
Meal) while,. a five.sliip recovery
fleet is moving into position for
next Wednesday's unmanned, sub·
orbital flight of the three-man
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Interesting Things From

MEXICO
3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

those Greek women
of· pleasure
are at it again,
.,even on Sunday!"
A B~ILLIANT,
JARRING STORY
ABOUT FOUR WOMEN
WHO MAKE
"I~MA LA DOUCE"
SEEM LIKE A
SUNDAY SCHDOL.FROLIC
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gation at the same time in the

Painting Exhibition
The La Plante Gallery, 3009
Central NE, will exhibit recent
paintings and drawing by Ann
Spencer, Feb. 24 to March 15.
Her works have been in numerous
shows in major cities across the
country.
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the better students use·
MERCURY
BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINES and EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS

Remote Control
Stop and Start Switch
12 X 9 X 14V2J 8 lbs.
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The mind has a thousand eyes,
and the heart but one; yet the
light of a whole life dies, when
love is done. - Francis William
Bourdillon.

to~j1e

Honesty tare as a man without
self pity, kindness as large as a
prairie wind. - Stephen Vincent
Benet.

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

MEXICO

J

OLD TOWN

AEPi Rush
SMOKER

for the

COLLEGE CROWD
RENTALS

No Admission
Refreshments Served

SUZUKI
X-6HUSTLER
THE HOTTEST LIGHTWEIGHT
EVER BUILT

FEBRUARY 18-8:00 P.M.

The X-6, with its 6-speed transmission,
out-performs all other lightweights and
some heavyweights. All Suzuki warrantys are for 12 months or 12,000
miles.

College Inn -

.•.

303 Ash St. NE

CUSHMAN MOTORS
883 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
265-7953
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"·and then I said;
No machine can do my job better!''

NROTC Announces
'66 Program Opening
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People need to be more willing
to give up worn-out ideas· about
religion and the physical sciences
a Christian Science lecturer said
here Monday.
"Space capsules have extended
their explorations into regions
where heaven and hell were once
thought to be," Lenore D. Hanks,
C.S.B., told the UNM chapter of
Christian Science Organization,
sponsor of the lecture.
Mrs. Hanks spoke of the need
for general surrender of preconceivd notion about matter, adding
that blinding prejudice and resistance to new ideas must give way
to enlightened thinking.
She stated · that theologians
who are seriously questioning
traditional Christian doctrines
are not ·rejecting Christianity.
"Rather," she said, "they are urging that its inexhaustible depths
be explored and its higher meanings grasped.''

?No Draftees to VietNam?
WASHINGTON Senator
Ernest Gruening has introduced
legislation to bar the sending of
Draftees to Southeast Asia without Congressional consent.
. GI'Uening said that there is a.
difference between volunteers in
the armed forces and persons sent
to Viet Nam as Draftees.
The Alaska Democrat said that
he had intended to introduce the
measure last August, but was
talked out of doing so by President Johnson.
-oBoeing-727 Is Airworthy
W ASHINGTON-T.he Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA) has pronounced the Boeing 727 jetliner as
completely airworthy. The announcement followed an all day
conference in Washington. Deputy
director Clifford Walker of the
FAA Flight Standards Division
said the meeting reviewed the
four fatal accidents involving the
rear engined jets that took 264
lives. In all cases, the '127 was
making a visual landing approach
at night. Walker said the FAA
made suggestions to the industry
regarding training and cockpit
procedures, but he described them
as more in the nature of "refinements" than as drastic revisions.

.A

Captain Fanning at ~00

.

lecturer Says Ideas
Need to Be Explored

the Union will be open
public.

~

~

Contact CWO Gonzales or

The work of UNM Art Departm!lnt faculty members will be presented at the Roswell Museum
. and Art Center. The opening l'eception is Sunday, Feb, 20, and
the show will continue until the
end of March.

the Sunport, Matte;:~ will attend a
· luncheon in the UNM Desert
Room. At 3:30, Feb. 24, he will
discuss "Germany and the European Common Market" before
members of tlie UNM Economics
Three days filled with 11peaking Club. The session in 231 D-E of
engagements, sightseeing and social events are planned Feb. 24-26
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
for the first Albuquerque visit of
Different
Things From
Arnulf Otto Mattes, acting consul at the German Consulate,
Houston.
3009 Central NE
Arrangements for the visit are
NEXT
DOOR
TO THE LOBO THEATER
being made by Dr. Donald A. McKenzie, professor of German here.
· He is assisted by Dr, Andrew 1mrick, professor of economics at
Albuquerque
University
and
chairman of the directors of
Eidelwei11s German - American
Club.
Following his 11:57 arrival at

Plans Being Made
For Consul's Visit

-~~"
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Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Roswell Art Show
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Continue your college education
while fulfilling your military obli-
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Gen. Taylor Backs
Johnson~s.Policy

hours

TR 3500 Cordless
Portable Tape Recorder
5" Reels-100% Transistorized
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The Naval Reserve Officers'
Training Corps unit at UNM has
announced the establishment of a
two-year program open to all
single male student. beginning
their junior year in September.
1966.
The Navy will provide. a $40 a·
month aubaiatenee to students aeeepted to the program. Upon eompletlon of the trainin.r the atlldent. will be. eli~rible for a eom·
million .1D the ... U.S. Navat or
Marbie Corpe ReHrve.
Detail• are available at the
NROTC otllee on the UN' eam~ !• ,- ••. ,~, ~ ~· r •:.. 1 •
PUI +r at 277-4820 or I'J'7.;jU~.hl.· 1, .•"· ir! .• 'l,.•j '·'·' ~/.

Funny ... how tast some jobs can
disappear. Totally·. And permanently! That's progress. It brings
problems. ·But it· also brings opportunities-. NtttJ jobs. ft«D'Careers ror.
those with. the training to qualiry
111011't tet tOIIIOITOIII's

rou·

lobs with ,u~ndlq'• •ltllb
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you can get those skills by re-training. So don't wait for your present
job to be replaced. Get the racto; on
re-training now. Visit the local
office of your State Employment
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OBSOLETE
Senate Bill No. 27, the constitution for UNM that sets
up a unicameral system of government, came under· heavy
fire in floor debate.
Actually the new form of government will be a welcome
sight at the University. All the opposition seems to be
coming from factions on campus that are interested in
their own small group and not better student government.
ALL THREE :BRANCHES of student government will
benefit greatly. First of all, the executive branch, the student body president, will be freed for administrative duties.
With just one legislative body he will not have to preside
over any assembly.
... Appellate courts will be much. needed additions to the
present court system. Court justices say that although the
court system is functioning well now, the lower courts are
needed to facilitate and. smooth out the operation of student government.
The legislative branch will finally represent all UNM students. With the addition of representation for city residents
government will have representatives from all three major
groups on campus-city students, dorm students, and the
Greeks.
ALTERNATE ACTION is underway, should the senate
fail to pass the constitution so that it can be put before
the student body for a vote.
A petition is now being circulated requesting student
court to put a referendum before the student body for a
vote on tl1e constitution.
.., Nearly half of the signatures needed for the petition have
been secured. In the interest of better government, students
who are now blinded by factional domination are urged to
join other students interested in better government.
-Nooley Reinheardt

PUT IT IN THE OPEN

.

i

Friday, February 18,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Students of UNM who are city residents have a golden
opportl!nity to assume some of the responsibility of student
government if and when the new constitution is adopted.
DESPITE THE EFFORTS of so-called factional groups
who have at least temporarily suppressed the new constitutional movement a group of city students continue the
battle for equal representation.
If you have not already signed the petition calling .for
ya.n open vote on the proposed constitution, I urge you to
do so in order that the issue be settled by all concerned.
-Bob Storey

''

" ••• The Viet Cong? ••• Just as ubstinau as ever, .Mt. President. , •• How are things going with the Viet Congress? •••
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From lhe Left

Conformity Pays Off
By ERNEST A. MARES
There is one salient fact which
emerg~s from the Feb. 11-12 protest vigil against the war in Viet
Nam: It is dangerous, physically
dangerous, to hold and openly
express a controversial opinion on
the campus of UNM.
All domestic and foreign students, all professors and their
families, all members of ethnic
and cultural minorities on this
campus have been put on notice
that they must run with the common herd of accepted, of acceptable opinion, or risk being literally trampled to death by the
young. rabble in its midst. Nothing more damning could be said
about this universiay. Nothing
more damning could be said about
the American society which
makes a mockery of its principles
by inculcating the young with so
much hate and venom.
The good will of the ·administratipn, and the admirable diligence of the campus police count
for nothing at all as long as the
student body as a whole consents
by its passivity to the actions
of' its own worst elements when
they become a screaming, raging
lynch mob.
When one has been the object
of the hatred of a mob, it is difficult to thing or write coherently,
under the effects of such an emotional impact. The following then,
is very rambling, an attempt to
put into words that which transcends the power of language to
expres11.
The first thing that comes to
mind is the sense of pride, the
tremendous, choking feeling of
pride to know, to work with, to
be so fortunate as to have such
friends as those who stood in

grandeur, who stood in brotherly
solidarity so far above the yelping mob. To read of the brotherhood of man is one thing. To see
it born, to see it grow, to see it
triumph over the, flawed, the
tarnished side of man, to see it
reduce the mob to a wretched
shambles and annihilate it with
love, with superior moral energy,
is seldom granted to men, and is
almost impossible to describe,
The Mexican writer, Octavio
Paz, writes somewhere in the
"Labyrinth of Solitude" words to
the elfect that when he fought on
the Loyalist ·Side in the Spanish
Civil War, against fascists and all
that is degrading to man, he saw
for the first time people who
really had expressions of hope in
their faces, and that he has seldom seen such expression of hope
in human faces, and that those
who were not there could not
really understand what he meant.
So it was with the handful of
students and teachers, of men and
women, who participated in the
vigil. They know what the brothe.rhood of man is, for they cany
it within themselves. They are the
salt of the earth. They know that
the moral force they represent
cannot be burnt, kicked, bullied,
spat, cursed, laughed or murdered
out of existence. It remains. It
endures. It rises like the phoenix out of the ashes of all its
apparent defeats.
To have seen this happen, to
have been a part of it, is to know
that one has been, if only for a
daq, a total human being, that
one has lived, that one has been
a part of all that is alive, and
has rejected all that is death.
During the vigil there were
many unforgettable moments of

the triplllph of human dignity,
Several people deserve :opecial
mention. ' Mrs, Schmidt, for all
her diminutive size, towered
above her. pygmy detractors and
the cretins of her own sex who
dared flick out their forked
tongues at her.
Phil Nicholson was an unfailing source of energy, good will
and consideration for others
throughout the bitterly c:old 24
hours.
Jim Kennedy, the most abused
young man on this campus, stood
like the proverbial stone wall
against the most hideous threats
of the afternoon.
The most utterly overwhelming
moral victory of the vigil observed by this participant belonged to Rudy Andrews. The
sight of him, spat upon and egg
spattered, touched some last
dying ember of life into the soul
of one young witch who had been
screaming insults and banalities
for what seemed hours. She pulled
out a lily white handkerchief and
passed it over the barricades to
Rudy so that he could remove the
egg stains.
Rudy, with the real grace which
allegedly belongs to Southern
gentlemeo, kindly declined 'the
prolfered lily white handkerchief.
The young "lady" will long be
haunted by Rudy's refusal to allow her to so cheaply wipe away
the stain on her heart with a lily
white handkerchief,
The list could go on and on, to
include all those who made the
vigil possible. The substance of
the remarks would remain. the
same. These are great human be;
inges. It was a great day, ~ Btea~
event, It was good to have· been
alive and to have .been part of it.

good living are and which prefers
to dictate its own moral values.
Television could only stereotype
"the good life" and create one
more pool of mediocrity. It has
no duty, self-appointed or inherent, tf) lead the American public
along the paths of morality. Its
main objective is entertainment,
which can be informative at the

<''

same time. But there is a large
gap between information and
propaganda.
Television can work toward distinguishing itself by good use of
talent - acting and writing - to
create entertainment which is
truly entertaining. Let it sell soap
and razor blades but leave morality vending out of the pieture.
Letters

Letters
WATCH THAT LABEL
Dear Editor:
The Albuquerque Journal of
Feb. 16 canied a story about the
formation on Feb. 15 of an organization to "fight'' the influence of
the DuBois Club.
The principal speaker at the
meeting, Joe Fernandez, shows
that he is fully aware of the social and economic conditions that
make it possible for the DuBois
Club to thrive in Albuquerque. He
says, quite accurately, that it is
due to the poverty and ignorance
existing in this city. It would appear that the DuBois Club is attempting to do something about
this poverty and ignorance and
that the new organization, called
West Mesa Youth and Community
Association, is about to "fight"
the DuBois Club.
Is it not clear to every person
reading the Journal story that
the action program of this new association will have to be the elimination of the unhealthy conditions of poverty and ignorance
if it is to be an effective organization? And is it not clear that its
success will be measured by the
extent to which it is able to eradicate such conditions? And is it
not clea rthat if this new club
starts doing a good job that it
will not, in any sense, be "fighting" the DuBois Club that is
working toward the sante goal 'l
To the West Mesa Youth ana
Community Association I would
venture to say that your best and
most faithful workers would be
the "dedicated" young men now

are

wekome,

and

ehould be no lot~gcr th1111 250
words, typewritten, double
apaced.
Name,
telephone
number and addre811 must be
lnelndcd, althongj> name .,.ru
be withheld Upon request.

in DuBois, provided you prove to
the community that you are out to
wipe out poverty and ignorance.
Also make sure that you fully
understand that if you really do
a good job of wiping out poverty
and ignorance that the Birchers
and other right-wingers will at;.
tach the Communist label to you
as firmly as they have attached
it to the DuBois Club.
William H. Burnett
EGO-DIRECTED SENATORS
It should be clear to those students who "have" read the proposed Associated Students• Congtitution that proportional representation and efficiency within
student government are its basic
aims. In order to implement these
aims, therefore, it will be necessary to establish a unicameral
government and do away with the
present Student Senate. However,
at Thursday's Senate meeting, it
was evident that certain ego-directed Senators violently oppose
the passing of this new Constitution.
Their conduct, as well as the
conduct of most of the Senators
at this meeting, was positive
proof of the Senate's lack of pUr•
pose and efficiency. At one point
in the meeting, for example, the
Senators Voted to reverse Senate
President Baker's ruling over the
precedence of subsidiary motions.
Although this ruling was clearly
defined under Robert's rules of
order, the Parliamentarian, with
mnny emotionally laden Senators, .
(Continued on page 5)
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Students Change .Attitudes
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (CPS)
-''The coming strife in education
will be an encounter between the
faculty . and th~ students," Dr.
Edward D. EddY, president· of
Chathem College, predicted re- ·
cently.
·
.
··
' · ·
Dr. Eddy, who has become anational figure .in recent years by
being virtually the only college
president to enunciate the dilemma. of the college student, said
that ;~tudents are going to demand
more and more from their professors.
·
·
Speaking to the Education
Writers Association, Dr. Eddy
said that "despite a possible trend
in the other direction, it still remains valid that the eunent reward for good teaching is less
teaching,"
Student11 Impaired
He pointed out that, a teacher
who performs well is given. a
lighter load and more graduate
students to assist him with 'his
work a11 a demonstration of ·the
college's appreciation. "Thus,"
Dr. Eddy said, "the student is
even more impaired.''
Asked why the gap between the
student and the teacher seemed
to be widening, Dr. Eddy said it
was no longer "fashionable" for
faculty members to be close to
students. "The sign that a faculty
member is succeeding," be said,
"is. a closed office door. The assumption seems to be that if the
professor is home in his study-
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Television Sells Values
By BARBARA JOAN BYRD
There is now an "Ad Hoc Committee on American Values"
whose self-appointed task is to
start selling "the good life" and
thus improve the values of the
American television audience.
The committee• is headed by
Charles H. Crutchfield, president
of the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. of Charlotte, N. C.
He and five leading TV executives propose to do something
about "the slow leak in America's
moral values" and have commit;.
ted themselves to "pumping up
some pride and spirit in the· business of citizenship and pro-social
behavior."
Crutchfield's argument runs:
"If we can sell soap, we can sell
sanity. If we can sell cigarettes,
we can sell citizenship. If we can
sell hardware, we can sell honesty. • • ." The committee proposes to replace the "mayhem,
violence and passion" found on
TV with a message about sane
and happy living.
Much has been written about
what should be expected of television, about its artistic possibilities. And the mediocrity of the
majority of television offerings
has been soundly condemned
again and again.
But more important in the light
of Crutchfield's ad hoc committee
for the promotion of "good living''
is whether television, conceived
either as mass culture of some
value or simply as a sea of mediocrity, should be a means of
propaganda or entertainment.
The
committee's
proposals
come within the realm of an argument which has been going on for
centuries, since the times of Aristotle and Hprace - should art
teach or delight or both. The con·
elusion reached by most critics
over the centuries is that didactism does not constitute art - or
even plea~ure.
Didactism could conceivably be
made plea'Sant if done subtly. But
if television should take up
preaching, it would never gain
back that audience which considers itself intellectually capable of
deciding what the ingredients of ·

~riday,

(Continued from page 4)
remained ignorant of this fact.
Another question of efficiency
arose at this meeting when Senator Ward Kaeberle, a member of
the Senate Evaluation Commit••ked hi• ;(ellow Senators
'"'"how;" n1any , Alternate Be.Jaai.ortt
would be proVided for under the
new Constitution." If Mr. Kaeberle had read the new Constitution before he voted to give it a
negative "due pass" recommendation Wednesday night, he would
have known that the Constitution
makes no mention of alternates.
It was also heartwarming to
learn that another member of this
committee, who shall remain
nameless, gave the new constitution a negative "due pass" recommendation on the grounds that,
although it is a good constitution,
the student body would not approve it anyway. And when asked
about the three pages of amendmeu•s .nac DIS commuree nad
passed, he showed no knowledge
of them.
This letter, therefore, is, in ac·
tuality, a plea to those students
who feel that the problems of student government should be solved
in a rational, objective manner. I
hope that the Student Senators,
during the next week of debates
on campus, will. be honest and
sincere in their efforts to decide
upon the future of student government at UNM.
Lenny Miele

u...

ANOTHER WARNING?
Dear Sir:
I read another of James Kennedy's pitiful attempts to strike
fear in Tom Ormsby's heart in
the form of a letter in the LOBO.
I hate to do this but I am warning the LOBO now that I shall
have my .lawyer closel)l: scrutinize every letter and column by
Kennedy that is published by the
LOBO in an attl!mpt to find something that makes sense.
Jonathan 0. Vitt

Do9patch J?ance
"Dogpatch" is the theme for
the annual Chi Omega sorority
pledge dance Saturday, Feb. 19,
from 9 to 12 p.m., in the sorority
house at 1805 Roma NE, on the
University of New Mexico campus. The Defiants will play for
the costume dance sponsored by
the pledge class. Judy Graef,
. frl!shrnan from Carlsbad, is chair•
m~tn of the event.

Religion Reiection
Will Be Discussed

Why adolescents reject rethus inaccessible to the student-: that ''the time of reconstruction ligion and what worrie~ parents
he is a productive scholar.''
is here.''
can do about it is the subject of a
The "lesson of Berkeley,'' he lecture Sunday, at 10:15 a.m.,
Dr. Eddy said that the "old
style professor who got to be an said, is that administrators have Feb. 20, at. the UNM A:quinas
associate professor with tenure learned that "students are not de- Newman Center, 1815 Los Lomas
and then turned his attention to vices for filling dormitories and Rd., NE. Discussion will follow.
the students and his teaching is fattening budgets."
Everyone is invited.
Berkeley "saved the American
no longer a respected member of
Lecturer will be Sr. M. Therese,
the faculty. 'He is viewed by his college for the student."
a
staff
member holding two M.A.'s
Berkeley also surprised those
colleagues as a 'pitiful sight'," he
who didn't know that "the stusaid.
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
"The professor who has a pub~ dent was so capable of saying
lishing contract, or who is a con- 'what he thought so passionately
Unusual Things From
sultant to a finn-almost any and so precisely,'' Eddy said, and
firm will do - or who has an in the process, this articulate stuagency pay his way to Washing- dent "frequently made the fumb3009 Central NE
ton one day a month . is now ling faculty member and the
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
looked up to as a success," he bumbling
administrator look
·
said.
strangely uneducated.''
Gap Is Wide
Student Wants Involvement
The gap between the student
Today's student wants to be- ·
and the college administrator is come more involved in the world
also a wide one, the Pittsburgh around him, Eddy said. He quoted
college · president said. He pre- one student newspaper article
dicted that students would be- which -said, "· •• with so many
come increasingly unhappy with people now involved in the aidthat, too.
ing or destroying of one thing or
"Just as a big donor to the uni- another, if one doesn't become a
versity .feels that he must talk card-carrying member of a cause,
with the president and no one any cause, before the decade is
else, the student is going to de- over, he faces the awful possimand that the college president bility of having to explain to his
pay more attention to him and to children just where he was during
his needs," Eddy said. "The the sixties.''
. trouble is that too many presi'·Not all students will be able
dents have not paid enough at- to explain to their children,'' he
tention to their students.''
said, "for a great many of them,
At Chatham, Eddy said, he sets perhaps the numerical mapority,
aside a two-'hour block of time remain the 'unbugged'.'' These
each week he's in town so that students, he said, are "untouched
students can drop by his office in- by the great causes of the time.''
formally and talk about anything
One could describe this unthat's on their mind-"problems concerned student as a "dyed-inon the campus, Viet Nam, the the-wool Calvinist with a deep
food in the cafeteria, or any- sense of predestination that is in
thing else.'' Be said even with running conflict with :righteous
that time. set aside to talk with rebelling," Eddy said. This stustudents, "I have a very hard dent has a "pervasive sense of
time keeping up with what the finality'' about him, he said and
students think. Most of the time thus he is cautious, since he feels
I feel I'm very out of touch.''
"he can't afford to make any mis-

MEXICO

takes.''
Time Is Here
Despite his predictions of
ture strife on the campus,
Eddy said that the time of
"student revolution" is over

fuDr.
the
and

,

"In .keeping with Calvin, this
student is riddled with feelings
of guilt,'' Eddy said. "He seeks
detachment, a spot where 'I can
just be me'.''

ASSORTED TIE TACKS

for only 88c

in education and in psychiatric social work. Her lecture is the second in the series of six to be
given this spring at the Center.

..............
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FIFTH WIND
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Open Nightly
7 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
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Featuring
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. Live folk Music
Jazz
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BOB.BY J'S

MOTORCYCLE
6316 DOMINGO RD., NE

SALES
PHONE 255-0237

WhaYs Showing?
Now

Tom
(
\

Jewelry
Department

SAN.PEDRO
& CENTRAL

Two of the greatest all-time comedy
hits are teamed in a twin bill now at
the Lobo Arts Theatre where United 4rtists presentation "Irma La Douce;"and
the multi-Academy Award winner "Tom
Jones" are on the screeD.
Where "Tom Jones•i concerns itself
with love and adventure in 18th Century England, "Irma La Douce," a Billy
Wilder production, is a comedy which
takes place in modern Paris, albeit
that part of the great city remembered
best by 'visiting firemen'.
It treats with the loves and mis•
adventures of- well, let's call her
a lady o:f the evening,·played by Shirley MacLaine,- and the cop who puts .
the pinch on her, and then falls in
love with her.
The latter role is played by Jack
Lemmon.
Both films are in col.or. . .• . .
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Forum Elections

Listen
to KNMD

The Interamerican Forum of
Social Studies will meet Saturday, Feb. 19, at 2 p.m. in 231-E
of the SUB. Elections will be held
for the rest of this semester.

ORTHO-VENT SHOES
Exclusive ·spring Step
Latest Spring & Summer Styles

Campus Representative
Fred Wright

·

256·7577

•

•

\I

lr
I•

rl

ACCOUNTANTS, CHEMISTS, ChE's, ME's, PHYSICISTS

'

!'

(
(M&P)
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BILL MORGAN HAS BEEN ON AND OFF FORM in games for
UNM this year. He will have to be in top form tonight-if he. is to
carry the Lobos to any victory over the Wyoming Cowboys m an
important WAC encounter for New Mexico.
an introductory party and a barbecue at the Summit House with
a moonlight ride down the chairlift.
Entries may be placed at the
. registration desk at the Sunport
on Friday afternoon, Feb. 18, or
at the Ski Club Desk in the ActivNorthern New Mexico Ski Club ities Center. All interested skiers
will host its first annual Ski Car- should apply immediately.
nival starting today and continuing until Feb. 21, at Sandia Peak.
Entrants from UNM and other
regional schools have been invited
to participate.
The carnival includes events
for every class of skiers from lessons to novelty races to advanced
First chief Afric.an corresraces. Trophies worth $1,000 are pondent from Newsweek Magabeing supplied by Trans-Texas zine, John Peer Nugent, will lecAirways, Sandia Peak Ski School, ture in the Union Ballroom Feb.
the Sitzmarker Ski Club, Hertz 24 to 8:15 p.m. on "Africa in ReRent-a-Car, Western Skies Hotel, vol~The Congo." His appearance
White-Winrock Hotel, Albuquer- is the first in a series of guest lecque Ski Club, Chamber of Com• tures brought to UNM by the
merce, Jaycees, Frontier Air- cultural committee.
His recent publication "Call
lines, and the Lobo Ski Club.
An entry fee of $5.00 wil en- Africa 000' is described as "a
title each entrant to admission unique and heretical report of
to three dances (seven bands), the horror and mad comedy of
three buffets, three race entries, emerging Africa, ablaze with
reduced lift tickets, special ac- intrigue and violence."
commodations and transportation
Because of his determination to
see and know Africa and its peorates.
The Carnival Queen will be ple, Nugent has returned to the
crowned at a coronation ball and U.S. with an unusual story of the
reign over the Ski A-Yo·Yo Dis- complexities facing this conticotheque. The buffets will include nent.

USki Club Holds
Annual Carnival

'

African Rebellion

'i

Is lectui-e Subject

l.

Daddy, you forgot ........,... litter bit hurts!''
It happens in the best of families! Mom
and Dad heading up a family day can forget that every litter bit hurts ... in more
ways than one. • Every litter bit thoughtlessly dropped blemishes the beauty of a
picnic spot that belongs to every American
family ... contradicts the early citizenship training you want your children to
·

·

Yon only know
the half of it.
Our business no longer hangs by a fiber-cellulosic or otherwise. Far. f~m it. W~'re
researching producing and marketing a rich range of products-chemtcals, plasttcs,
paints and ~oatings, forest products, petroleum and na~ural gas products, as well as a
full family of man-made fibers- all over the world.
•
"Celanese' sales growth, its hefty interests i? chemicals ~~d ~ts hugely expanded fore~
operation.s have already moved it into a btg new class, said a CHEMICAL WEE
special report.
During the 10 years prior to 1964, sales more than qu~d~pled, ~balking u& a gro~
rate more than six times that of aii.U. S. manufactu~mg mdustnes. ~~db t et:en I ~~
stronger than ever, with corporate sales for 1965 estimated at 23% tg er an as
year's record of $701 million.
·
What does this mean to you?
Since our future expansion depends on our continued ability to develop top-no~h
people it is, after all, in our best in.terest to bring you along as. fast as rou can take ·~
and gi~e you all the support you need- in your technical spectalty or m manage~en •
LET'S MAKE A DATE. Give our college representative a chance to fill you 1n on
mo~e of the 8 ecifics. He will be on your campus wit~ in the l!e~t week or two:- a~ra~ge
through you/Placement Office to see him. If you m1ss ~ur v!stt,:rop ~ car~ ~~':!!:
your major and work interest to: Supervisor of Umverstty ecrut men ,
Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1003~.

have in the home, as well as in school,
camp, and scouting. • Kids are realists,
right? If you're a litterbug, even unknowingly, why shouldn't they be? So, Dad, please
-lead the way to the litter basket. Use
a car litterbag. Carry litter out of camping
areas. Make it a family project to Keep
America Bea.utiful!
SUSAN SPOTLESS SAYS

.,

1. ~

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL*•!:
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U NM's l-lopes at Stake
For Tifle in Conference
By PAUL COUEY
Lobo Sports Editor
New Mexico puts its chances
for the 1965-66 Western Athietic
Conference ba'sketball title on the
line tonight when they go against
Wyoming in Laramie.
If the Lobos, already losers in
three WAC contests, lose tonight
they can forget about any berths
in the NCAA tourney. The Lobos
take on Denver University in
Denver, Colorado, tomorrow night.
Both games start at 8 p.m.
Coach King looked pessimistic
yesterday just before he left for
the sunport. "It'll be a ;real tough
game," he moaned, "and. we're
hurting for bench strllngth. We'll
need a real top effort to win."
King will go with the same
starting lineup that started for
the Lobos against Texas Western
last weekend. They include Jim
Patterson and Ben Monroe at the
wings, Mel Daniels and Bill Morgan at the post positions, and
Don Hoover at the point. Jim
Howard is expected to see considerable action, too.
For Wyoming, the starting lineup includes Tom Ashbury (6-5)
and Dick Sherman (6-4) at the
forwards, Mike Eberle (6-0) and
Gordon Westhiff (6-1) at the

"Cuba Before and After Castro," will be the topic of next
Sunday's
International
Club
meeting. The talk will be given
by Mr. Nelson Valdez, a Latin
American Affairs major, and a
native of Cuba.
The meeting will be Sunday,
Feb. 20, at 7:30 p.m., at the New

,UNM _Stuc!ents Join Dusty Roadrunner

:''-

Ia PLANTE GALLERY •
Fun Things From

MEXICO

guards, and Leon Clarke at the tonight.
3009 Central NE
center.
The Pokes are 13-7 for the
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOaO THEATER
Clark and Sherman are the cur- season and are 2-3, tied fpr seerent scoring leaders with 21.6 ond with New Mexico in the
and 20.6 averages respectively. WAC race, and are 7-1 at home
Clark alsp leads the Cowboys in this season.
The Cowboys defeated Denver
rebounds with a 11.0 average per
University last weekend 89-69.
game.
The Coyboys in their opening Coach Blll Strannigan said WyoW AC game of the season, dropped ming produced their "best overall
a 69-57 decision to New Mexico, team effort" of the year. On SatJan. 8, at Albuquerque. It was urday night the Cowboys ran.
the poorest night of the season into tough Colorado State and
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORCYCLES
offthe boards for the Pokes, and lost the game, 75-68, in Ft.
JOIN THE COllEGE CROWD AND COME ALIVE WITH A '65 BRIDGESTONE
the score also was the year's Collins.
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORCYCLE AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS DURING Tl-115 CLOSE
As a team Wyoming is scoring
low for them.
OUT SALE.
Last year Wyoming was the at an 87.9 clip (they were 17th
LARSON BOATS
only team to defeat the :Wolfpack in the country last week), and
MERC. MOTORS
2522 MONROE N.E.
1
twice. New Mexico will undoubt- they are giving up 80.7 points per
PHONE 265-7565
e_d_l~y_b_e__lo_o_k_i_n~g_t_o__tu_r_n__th
__
e __ta
__b_le_s___g_a_m
__
e._________________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==============~~~~~·
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I
I
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H A R R Y S MARINE

_By LE.O SANCHEZ
D\lii!ty- Roadl,'unner, a _c~trtoon
- mascot of the beautification movement in New Mexico, -has been
joined by UNM students in- an
effort to put teeth ipto a recent
proclamation issued by Governor
Jack M. Campbell calling 1966
"Beautification Year in New Mexico."
The campaign to clean up and
beautify the Land of Enchantment
is run and directed.ft.Pm the home
of Mrs. Parker C. IGilloch, chairman of the Albuquerque· City
Beautification Committee and of
the state-wide clean-up prog.ram.
The Beautification Committee
· was established by the Greater
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce in 1964. The Chamber president appointed Mrs. Kalloch as
chairman. There are 50 members
of . the Albuquerque committee
presesenting military bases, business groups and the professions.

EW
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In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
Is Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance In much the
same way as the Wasp had done In the
1920's. The 727 and DC·9 are Indicative of
the new family of short·lo·medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JTSD turbofan. Examples of
current milltal)' utilizations are the J58·
powered Mach 3 YF·12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30·powered F·lll variable·
geometJy Oghter aircraft.

Col. Calvators A. Pelle, Director of Information for the Sixth
Strategic
Aerospace
Wing,
Walker Air Force Base, will discuss the Role of Religion in this
Age of Science at 8 p.m., Feb.
18 in Room 231B of the Union.
The talk is sponsored by the

Dusty Roa.drunner was adopted the committee to run its program
as the beautification committee's more efficiently a11d effectively,
clean-up aymbol, _said Mrs. Kal- she said. The map, which would
loch. The roa'drunner is native to , show the exact locations of run ..
New Mexico, The bird never down sections of Albuquerque,
moves .slowly, and the committee would aid the committee in giving
hopes· its program will keep pace out projects to volunteer groups
with the roadrunner's spirit of and in keeping tabs on the overall progress of the beautification
him and go, she said.
.
Referring to. the cooperation movement, _she said.
During the last year the· comthe committee has received from
University students, Mrs . Kal- mittee .had much support from
loch said the Sigma Phi Epsilon University students, . said .Mrs.
and Lambda 'Chi fraternities have Kalloch. More than 300 fraternity
offered to participate in Albu- and sqrority members joined in a
spring .clean-up project to beauquerque clean-up projects.
The UNM AiJ; Force ROTC has tify a newly annexed section of
adopted Operation Eye-Sore as a the city. They loaded more than
ser.,.ice project.. The cadets will 14 tons of trash which was then
chart eye-sores on Albuquerque's carried away in city trucks, she
main streets and record the in- said.
Among other campus organiformation on a map which will
be turned over to the Greater zations, the student council re-·
Albuquerque Chamber of Com- ceived special . recognition from
merce, said Mrs. Kalloch.
the beautification committee for
The eye-sore map would help its work to promote beaut,- on

EXICOLOBO

Iil
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CLASSIFT..;D ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad.. 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mliat be submitted by noon on daJ before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Bulldi:n.:. Phone 277-(002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
DIAII.OND ring. Appraised at $200, 'OriU
oeU lor $150 cash. Call 265-0!180. 2/16,
17. 18.
HOUSE· lit 3601 Valencia NE. 8 bedrooau~,
1'k baths, garage, new carpet and drapeo,
covered patio, lancilea)led. Equftt of $7&0
for $500, take over. $92 monthlt. can
2&&-&313. 2/16, 17·"'·~18':':,-:-2:-::1\"".----:---::'64 . HARLEY-DAVIDSON
mot.orqcw,
1250. '58 Buick hardtop, heat offer. Call
268o6831. 2/17, 18.
FOR RENT
ADOBE house, 1621 Bll7ita Lane NW. 1
Bedroom, tlreplaA:e, completelt fumi•hed,
beautiful location, private road. Aavllable
.March 1. $85. Inquire 344-o1266, Mtll.
Symme~.

•~. !~ ;

i
I

'·

r

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales &: repair. Speelal
rates to UNM students on all maeblnl!ll.
Free pickup &; delivery. E &; E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.
PERSONALIZED and creative a!leratlona
and restyling. Sewinll' and mendsng, ~1'11.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE ( eloee to Unsver•
olty), phone 24:!-7533.
HELP WANTED
.
CIRCULATION manager for New- Jl~lco
LOBO. Mullt have noon •to a2 :30 ~ree
)(on
Wed., Thul'll., Fra. Experienced
eeooil.r drivel' or can use o~ car. APPlt
,t!oQn:> .169, Student Publications Bldlt. ·

.-.., ... /U.: ~ ·:-··.;,~_::,.

Chemistry Student
Wins Pizza Contest
M. S. Reynolds, a UNM student
working on his doctorate in chemistry, won last week's "Count the
LOBO Errors and Win A Free
Pizza Contest," Reynolds counted
168 errors in the issues of the
LOBO on Feb. 14 through 18.
The contest ,sponsored by the
LOBO staff offered a free pizza to
the person who counted the most
editorial mistakes in the LOBO
for one week. The contest was
initiated in an effort to eliminate
the numerous mistakes that have
been plaguing the paper.
"We are trying to show the
students that we are trying to
improve the paper," editor James
Jansson said. The LOBO which
has been using an offset press
since the beginning of the spring·
semester has improved the quality
of the pictures and is making improvements in the editorial copy
and coverage.
After the contest began last
Monday, Mr. Frank Marchese,
manager of the Italian Villa ·Pizz.
eria offered to donate a free pizza
to the winner.
After the contest closed on l<,ri·
day at 4:30p.m. the editorial staff
of'the paper counted the mistakes.
They came up with 165 . errors
compared with Mr. Reynolds 168
errors.

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi·
bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further en•
hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa·
tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERiNG SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.
.

· for f!lrther Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney .Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, £ast Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

IP!CIALISTS IN POWER ••• POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWEll
1'011 AUXIUARY SYstEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS IHCLUDI
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS.
1RIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
IIIOHHrcnc:UT OPUATIOHS EAST HARTfOilO. CONHECTICUI'
ILOIIDA OPIMTIOHS WEST PALM lEAcH, J&O•DA

u.
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1.04-85; Beat: 'Pioneers
First Century
loss for King

Fu ure

"''.n is · what the
c.C'~f we play at

.t:,(,

LOBO MISTAKE COUNTING CONTEST winnel," M. S. Rey11olds
is shown ;receiving his prize of a free pizza from Italian Villa
restaurant. From left to right are Mrs. Reynolds, Linda, 5; manager Frank Marchese; Douglas, 6; Mr. Reynolds, and David 6.
(LOBO photo by Kendall)

Take • look at the above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Atrcraft-where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability-where engineers and scientists are recog·
nized as the major reason for the Company's con~
tinuecl success.
Englneers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment ••• all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero·
space, marine and Industrial power application. The
technical staff worldng on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provi~ the ~ and
most advanced fa~llltlts and scientific apparatus, haa
already giVen the Company a firm foothold In the cur·
rent land, 111, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff ls·a veritable list of firsts In the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership In aviation. These
englneerins and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtatn its current position of leader·

(
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By PAUL COUEY
!LOBO ~ports Editor
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Forc1;1, Col. Pl11JP. h11" worked with
authors on books concerning science and space travel and is, himself, the author of several papers
on space travel. He has also been
awarded the Bolivar-San Martin
Fedal for his outstanding work
in hebalf of Pan Americanism and
three Air Force Commendation
medals for his work in military
public relations.
Col. Pelle has served as a
member of the public relations
committee in the .Baha'i Community of France and has been a
member of Baha'i teaching committees in Mississippi, Alaska,
Hawaii, Texas and Louisiana.

li
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Monday, February 21, 1966

naba'i Student Association.
nesides his service in the Air

f

campus, Said Mrs._ Kalloch, reThe beautification committee
ferring to a scrapbook filled with will be the. sponsor of an arbor
publicity from the 1965 campaign. week in March, said Mrs. Kalloch.
The committee receives the The objective is to get everyone
support of '70 volunteer groups to plant a tree. The use of native
with special interests such as: plants will be stressed, such as:
landscaping, horticulture, anti- pinon, yucca, scrub pines and
litter drives, publicity and tree desert willow. The latter has a
planting. One group runs a tele- blossom that resembles an orchid.
phone plant-exchangll program by
Mrs. Kalloch said that she has
maintaining a file of all calls by always been interested in_ beauty
persons who wish either to give ·because she grew up in a family
away plants or to find some.
which had a strong civic sense.
Mrs. Kalloch said the commit- "I have enjoyed working with the
tee's main objective for 1966 is beautification program here," she
to expand the beautification pro- said, "because people are so willgram in Albuquerque. This would ing to cooperate."
be done by beautifying approaches .
Mrs. Kalloch said her philosoto the city and through a more phy is summed up in the wor4,s,
active street-divider beautifica- of Henry Van Dyke, American
tion campaign, she said.
author and clergyman: "He that
"We will intensify our clean-up planteth a tree is a servant of
program," said Mrs. Kalloch, "be- God, He provideth a kindness for
cause there can't be any beauty many generations, And faces that
unless there is a basic cleanli- he hath not seen shall bless him."
ness."

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its"first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carl)'ing al;framesand pilots higher,
farther, and taster than they had ever gone
before.

Religion and Science
Will Be Discussed

.•

Mexico Union Building, Room
231-A.
The talk will be given in Eng·
lish and all are invited to attend,

Castro and Cuba
Will Be Discussed

In second place of the error
counting contest was the team
entry of Miss Leona Bauman and
Miss Valerie Simpson who counted
156 mistakes.
The winner Mr. Reynolds, his
wife Dorthy and their three children, Douglas and David, 6 and
Linda 5 were awarded the prize
last night at the Italian Villa
restaurant. Mr. Marchese, in
stead of just giving away a pizza,
presented a complete dinner to
the couple.
Said Reynolds afterward, "I
used to practice on the Albuquerque Tribune."
Jansson said later," We had
such a wonderful response on the
contest we may hold another one.''

Train

Derailed

MIFFLIN, Penn. .(UPI)
Thirty..ane cars of a freight train
derailed near Mifllin, Penn. this
morning •.. apparently injuring .no one. The wreckage of the
125·car east-bound Pennsylvania
Railroad train is blocking the
three main lines between New
York City and Chicago. Authorities say passenger trains are running as much as two hours behind
sehedUll!.

New ·Constitution
one

Needs Signatures
By YOLA GRAD!

of its worst ·eefe:lts in y·i!nrs
The proponents of the new conFriday night against Wyom- stitution who are circu]ating the
referend11m petition hope to have
ing University, 104-85, then the
required 15 per cent of the
bounced back to top Denver, associated student's signatures by
86-77, on Saturday night. tonight.
According to Tom Isgar, leadBoth games were played on
the road.
Reformed YO's
The loss suffered Friday
marked the first time a King
coached team had ever had
100 points scored on them.
The last time that happened was
in the days of Bob Sweeney when
the University of Utah and Billy
McGill diil it.
The game with Denver was a
close affair until the final two
and one-half minutes when Ben
Monroe and Mel Daniels stple the
ball to put the game out of reach.
Monroe held Denver's high-scoring Har;ry Hollines to 26 points,
four below his average nf 30.
Mel Daniels led the Lobos
against Denver with 34 points.
His 34th point came on a steal
late in the game as the big 6-9
center from Detroit stuffed it.
Daniels received help from Ben
Monroe with 17 and Jim Patterson with 13.
The victory over the Pioneers
put New Mexico's season record
at 14-6. The 'loss to Wyoming
gave the Lobo~ the cellar with a
2-4 conference record. Wyoming
evened their record out at 3-3 for
a conference third place standing.
Utah leads the conference with
a 5-2 record after their 92-76 victory over Arizona State University at Tempe Sllturday night.
Arizona is in second place with
a .t-3 record, Wyoming in third
witlt 3-3, Arizona State and Brigham You11g tied for fourth with
3-.t records, and New Mexico in
the cellar with a 2-4 record.
Wyoming completely demoralize"d the Wolfpack. They raced
to a 13·2 lead early in the first
half and increased that lead to
53-35 at halftime.
Fouls played a big role in the
Lobo's loss once again. New Mexico lost Ben Monroe with only 48
seconds gone in the second half.
He was followed by Mel Daniels,
(Ctmtinued on page 4)

Registration Drive
Will Be in Union

The Reformed Young Democrats wilJ sponsor a voter registration drive all this week in the
union. The deadline for voters to
register is March 4 for the primary elections.
.
A spokesman-for the reformed
YD's said Sunday, "It is vital that
all eligible people register .so that
they may exercise their right to
vote."
The ;registration booth will be in
the union lobby and will be open
from 9:30 to 3:30. Due to the
state democratic pre-primary nominating convention Tuesday the
booth may be closed part of that
day.
·
The spokesman continued, "Of
course we prefer to register democrats, but ;republicans can also
register at the booth.

er of the supporters of .Senate
Hill No. 27, within a four hour """

period over 600 signatur~s were -·
obtained Thursday afternoon,
nearing the 15 per cent figure
which should be fiJJed by tonight.
Isgar said of the students asked
to sign the petition, "Most students who are asked don't even
know that there is a new constitutioll-nor do they know that
student gpvernment has a budget," suggesting that this may be
an illustration of the effectiveness
of- the present form of student
representation.
He also stressed that the signing of the petition does not necessai;rly indicate that the student is supporting the proposed
constitution, but merely expresses his wish to vote on the matter.
The bill will be debated in senate one more time and then, ac- '· · '
cording to lsgar, if it is not
passed, the referendum petition
will be resorted t11. "We don't
want to by-pass Senate unless we
have to," he said.
The proposed cons~itutional
change is being supported by
Student Body President Jim
Branch, Student Court, City Residents Council and National Students Organization. President
Tom Popejoy and Dean Lavender
have expressed approval on all
except a few trivial points.

Navy Resignation Causes Furor

Wilson May Call General :Election
If Trip to Moscow Not Successful
By United Press International
LONDON ~ Britain's Prime
Minister Ha1·old Wilson flies to
Moscow today in search of a dip·
lornatic ·coup to counter-balance
the political furor raised by' yesterday's resignation of his navy
minister. The success of Wilson's
three-day visit to the Soviet
capital-coupled with opposition
conservative attempts to make an
issue of the resignation~almost
certainly will determine whether
Wilson calls a general election for
late next month.
Di-plomatic observers consider
the Wilson mission unlikely to

produce anything spectacular because of the British leaders support for U.S. Vietnamese policy.
But the Russians may offer Wilson some minor. concessions to
help his stock with British voters,
since the Kremlin is believed to
prefer the labor party to the conservatvies.
-{)-

u.s. Troops Trap V.C. Battali!)n

SAIGON-U.S. First Cavalry
troops smashed screaming Viet
Cong counter-attacks today and
killed at least 23 Communists in
close fighting. The encircled Com(Continued on page 4)·
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